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SHORT CHAINS AND REGULAR COMPONENTS
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(Communicated by Maurice Auslander)

Abstract. Let A be a finite-dimensional A:-algebra with k an algebraically

closed field and ind A a chosen subcategory of a complete set of isomorphism

classes of finitely generated indecomposable A-modules. This paper deals with

the regular components of ind A consisting of modules that are not the middle

of any short chain. It is proved that the number of such components containing

only a finite number of D7>-orbits is finite. Further, the infinite radical of such

a component is zero and the component is isomorphic to the mesh category of

its underlying translation quiver. Families of selfinjective algebras having such

components are constructed.

Introduction

Let A be an artin algebra. A A-module C is said to be the middle of a short

chain if there exists an indecomposable A-module X with HomA(Ar, C) ^ 0

and HomA(C, DTrX) ^ 0 [AR]. Any directing module C, that is an indecom-

posable module C such that there is no proper chain of nonzero nonisomor-

phisms between indecomposable modules from C to C, is not the middle of a

short chain, and there are also many other examples. In fact, being the middle

of a short chain is closely related to lying on a short cycle C -*$ I-»SC where

X is indecomposable and / and g are nonzero nonisomorphism [RSS].

Modules that are not the middle of a short chain came up in connection with
finding sufficient conditions for indecomposable modules to be determined by

their composition factors, generalizing earlier results about directing modules

[AR]. This is one reason it is of interest to investigate when modules are not

the middle of short chains.
In general, directing modules have played an important role in representation

theory, and results about directing modules serve as an inspiration for what

might be true for modules that are not the middle of short chains.   In this
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connection it is also of interest to investigate the relationship between modules

that are not the middle of a short chain and directing modules.

For algebras of finite representation type there are many cases when all in-

decomposable modules are not the middle of a short chain. In fact, if A is an

algebra over an algebraically closed field 7c, there is always a finite covering of

A having this property [AR]. For finite representation type we also have a nice

relationship to directing modules, since an indecomposable module that is not
the middle of a short chain is directing if it is sincere [RSS].

By a component ^ for A we mean a subcategory of the category ind A

of indecomposable A-modules closed under irreducible maps and connected

modulo the infinite radical. Associated with %? is its AR-qui\er, which is a

component of the AR-quiver for A. In this paper we investigate when all

modules in a component W for an artin algebra A are not the middle of a

short chain. We assume that A is an algebra over an algebraically closed field,

and we here restrict our attention to regular components, that is, components

containing neither projective nor injective modules. We show that when the

number of D7>-orbits is finite, A/ann 'W must be a tilted algebra via a regular

tilting module and ^ is the connecting component of A/ann i? . In particular,

since a connecting component of a tilted algebra always consists of directing

modules, all modules in ^ are directing as A/ann ^-modules. Moreover, we

show that A can have only a finite number of components with a finite number

of DTr-orbits and consisting entirely of modules that are not the middle of a

short chain.

Regular components ^ consisting entirely of directing modules were de-

scribed in [SkSm] as the connecting components of tilted algebras via regular

tilting modules. Our main result is a generalization to modules not being the

middle of a short chain. It is, however, an open question whether there can

be regular components with all modules not the middle of a short chain having
an infinite number of Z)7>-orbits. This cannot happen if all the modules are

directing [SkSm].
In § 1 we prove our main result on regular components where all modules are

not the middle of a short chain. In §2 we show that for any finite quiver A that is

neither Dynkin nor Euclidean with no oriented cycle and at least three vertices,

there is always some (self-injective) algebra A with a regular component of

type ZA such that all modules are not the middle of a short chain. It is easy

to see that self-injective algebras do not have indecomposable modules that are

directing.

All modules will be finitely generated right modules, and we denote

HomA(Af, N) by (M, N).

1. Short chains and regular components

Let A be an algebra over an algebraically closed field k. If A is a tilted

algebra then A has a regular connecting component if and only if A is a tilted
algebra via a regular tilting module [R2, R3]. When A is a tilted algebra via a

regular tilting module, A has a unique connecting component, which consists

entirely of directing modules [R2]. The AR-quivers of these components are

the ZA where A is a finite quiver having no oriented cycles and at least three

vertices and is neither of Dynkin nor Euclidean type [R2]. These are exactly
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the AR-quivers occurring for regular components consisting entirely of directing

modules [SkSm]. We show that the same ^.R-quivers occur for components ff

consisting entirely of modules that are not the middle of a short chain and
having only a finite number of DTr-orbits. In fact we show that if A has

such a component ff, then the algebra A/ann ff, where ann ff denotes the
annihilator of the modules in ff, is a tilted algebra via a regular tilting module

and ff is the connecting component of A/ann ff. We also show that A can

have only a finite number of such components.

We first prove a series of preliminary results, most of which hold for arbitrary

artin algebras. So assume throughout this section that A is an artin algebra and

ff is a regular component for A with a finite number of DTr-orbits.

Lemma 1.1. The AR-quiver of the component ff is ZA for some finite valued

quiver A without oriented cycles.

Proof. Since ff contains no projective modules, ff must be an infinite compo-

nent [A]. Using that ff has only a finite number of DTr-orbits, it follows that

not all modules in ff are periodic, and consequently they are all nonperiodic.

We then use that any regular component with no D7>-periodic module has an

^f?-quiver of the form ZA for some valued quiver A without oriented cycles

[Z] (see also [L]). In this case A is clearly finite.   □

Lemma 1.2. Let the AR-quiver ff be TLA as above, and let M be the direct
sum of the indecomposable modules corresponding to the vertices of a fixed A.

Then M is a faithful A/ann ff -module.

Proof. Denote by 3 the modules on A and their successors and by f the

modules on A and their predecessors. Since A is artin, there is some A-module

N that is a finite direct sum of modules in 3 such that ann 3 = ann N. Hence

there is a monomorphism A/ann N —> Nn for some n > 1 . Let M be the

direct sum of the indecomposable modules corresponding to the vertices of A.

We want to show that A/ann N —> N" factors through some module in add M,

so that ann M = ann N = ann 3 .
Denote by F the subfunctor of ( , N) generated by all images of morphisms

from ( , M) to ( , N). Then it is easy to see that ( , N)/F vanishes on

projectives and, in fact, vanishes on all but a finite number of indecomposable

modules. Hence any map A —► N factors through some M' and, therefore,

ann M C ann N. Since Af is a direct sum of modules in 3, we then have

ann M - ann N. Similarly we show ann f = ann M, so that M is a faithful

A/ann ^-module.   □

Now let A be an algebra over an algebraically closed field k, let 3 be a

component of A, and let I be the AR-quiver of 3. Recall that the mesh

category k(L) of I is the path category k[L] of I over k modulo the relations

given by the meshes corresponding to almost split sequences. The component

3 is said to be standard if 3 is equivalent to the mesh category k(L). For

a component ff of A with AR-quiver ZA where A is a finite quiver with no

oriented cycles, fix a vertex x and let X be the corresponding A-module. The

full subtranslation quiver T of ZA whose vertices are the predecessors of x is

the AR-quiver of the preinjective component of a hereditary path algebra kA,

where A has the same underlying graph as A.
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Denote by dx the function on ZA given by

dx(y) = dimk(Y,X)/rad(X(Y,X),

where Y is the A-module corresponding to y. Further let X be the injec-

tive TcA-module corresponding to x, and define the function dx on T by

dx(y) = dimk(Y, X), where Y is the preinjective AA-module corresponding

to y . Finally define dx(y) — dimk(IA)(y, x). We then have

Lemma 1.3. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed

field k, and let ff be a component of A with AR-quiver ZA where A is a

finite quiver with no oriented cycles. Fix a vertex x of ZA and let X be the

corresponding A-module. Let the translation quiver F, the hereditary algebra

kA, and the functions dx,dx, and dx be as above.

(a) The functions dx,dx, and dx coincide on T, and dx and dx coincide

on ZA.
(b) There is only a finite number of A-modules Y corresponding to prede-

cessors of X such that HomA(y, X) = 0.

(c) The mesh category k(ZA) is equivalent to ff/rad°° ff.

Proof, (a) From [IT] combined with the snake lemma and using duality we have

for each natural number n and each almost split sequence 0—* DTrY ^ E —>

Y —► 0, the exact sequence of functors

0->(r, )/rad"(Y, )->(£, )/radn+1(£, )

^rad(DTrY,  )/radn+2(DTrY,  )-»0.

Since for each Z and A in mod A there exists a natural number 777 with

radm(Z, A) - rad°°(Z, A), we obtain from these exact sequences the exact

sequence

0-(7,  )/rad°°(7,  )-,(£,  )/rad°°(£, )

^rad(D7>Y,  )/rad°°(DTrY,  )-> 0

of functors on   mod A.
Since the translation quiver ZA has no oriented cycles and only a finite

number of orbits under translation, there exists for each pair y, x of vertices

in ZA a number ny t x such that there are no chains of arrows in ZA of length

greater than 77^ t x starting in y and ending in x. Now fix an X in ff and

let x be the corresponding vertex in ZA. By using the exact sequence of

functors above we may calculate dimk((Y, X)/rad°°(Y, X)) by induction on

77^* where y is the vertex in ZA corresponding to the module Y. The base

of this induction is the fact that dimk(Y, X)/rad°°(Y, X) = 0 if ny,x = 0
and X & Y and that dimk((X, X)/Tad°°(X, X)) = 1. Now the function
dx(y) = dimk((Y, X)/rad°°(Y, X)) is completely determined by ZA.

If I 9^ X is an indecomposable injective A:A-module, then I is not simple

and the epimorphism I —> 1/ soc / is minimal left almost split. Then we have

an isomorphism (I/socI, X) U (/, X). lfO^A-+B-+C-^>0 is an almost

split sequence of preinjective kA-modules then 0 —> (C, X) -* (B, X) —>

(A, X) -* 0 is exact.   From this it follows that dx and dx coincide on T.
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Since the preinjective component ff of kA is known to be standard (see [RI,

p. 63]), it follows that dx = dx on T. Then we clearly have dx — dx on ZA.

(b) It is well known that all but a finite number of preinjective kA-modules

are sincere (see [DR, B]) and hence dx(y) = 0 for only a finite number of prede-

cessors y of x. By (a) we then have dx(y) = dimk((Y, X)/rad°°(y, X)) = 0

for only a finite number of indecomposable A-modules Y corresponding to

predecessors of y . It follows that HomA(7, X) = 0 for only a finite number
of such Y.

(c) Since A is a finite quiver with no oriented cycles, we can define a full

and dense functor from the path category k [ZA] to 87rad°° ff in such a way

that the meshes go to zero. Hence there is induced a functor F: k(ZA) —>

g'/rad00 ff. If x is a vertex of ZA, it follows by (a) that dx(y) = Tx(y) for
all y in ZA, so that F is an equivalence of categories.   □

Lemma 1.4. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed

field. Let ff be a regular component with a finite number of DTr-orbits as

before, with AR-quiver ZA for a finite quiver A without oriented cycles. Assume

that all modules in ff are not the middle of a short chain.

Then rad°°(X, Y) = 0 for all X and Y in ff, so that ff is standard.

Proof. Let X and Y be in ff and assume that rad°°(J\f, Y) jt 0. Choose

a nonzero map / in rad00(X, Y) and let 7,: ( , Kt) -» rad'( , Y) be a

projective cover. Then ( , fi): ( , X) —* ( , Y) factors through 7,. Hence

HomA(^T, Kj) ^ 0, and consequently HomA(A', L,) ^ 0 for an indecompos-

able summand L, of Kj. We also have a chain of irreducible maps between

indecomposable modules of length / (counting maps) from L, to Y. Because

A is finite, L, must be a predecessor of X for i large enough. Since by

Lemma 1.3 there is only a finite number of predecessors Z of X in ff with

HomA(Z , X) = 0, we get that for /' large enough HomA(TrDLi, X) ^ 0. This

contradicts the fact that X is not the middle of a short chain. Hence we have

rad°°(X, Y) = 0 for all X and Y in ff. This shows that ff is standard by
using Lemma 1.3.   □

Lemma 1.5. Let M be a faithful module over an artin algebra A and assume

HomA(Af, DTrM) = 0. Then we have pdA M < 1.

Proof. To show pdA M < 1, it is well known that it is sufficient to show

HornA(DA, DTrM) = 0. Since M is faithful, DM is a faithful Aop-
module. Hence we have a monomorphism Aop —> (DM)" and, therefore, an

epimorphism M" —> DA. It follows that HomA(DA, DTrM) = 0 since
HomA(M,DTrM) = 0.   0

Lemma 1.6. Let M be a faithful module over an artin algebra A with pdA M <

1, idA M < 1, ExtA(M, M) = 0 and with the property that if HomA( Af, X) ±
0 for some indecomposable A-module X not in addAf then Horn A(TrDM, X)

^ 0. Then M is a tilting and cotilting A-module.

Proof. Since M is finitely generated, there is a map /: A —► Mr for some r > 1

such that the induced map HomA(/Vf, M) -> HomA(A, M) is an epimor-

phism. (Note that /: A —► Mr is a left add Af-approximation for A.) Since Af

is faithful, / is a monomorphism, so that we have an exact sequence 0 —» A -*f

Mr —> N —> 0. We give the standard arguments showing that pdA(Af JJ N) < 1
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and ExtA(AfJJ/V, AfJT/V) = 0. Since ExtA(/V, )UExt2A(Mr, ), we have
pdAN < 1 because pdAAf < 1. Applying HomA( , Af) to the above ex-
act sequence gives the exact sequence HomA(Af, Af) —> HomA(A, Af) —►

Exia(tV, Af) -> ExtA(AT,Af) so that ExtA(A^,Af) = 0. Applying HomA(yV, )

we get an epimorphism ExtA( JV, Af) -> ExtA( N, N), so that ExtA(iV, N) = 0.

Applying HomA(Af, ) gives 0 = ExtA(Af, AP) -» ExtA(Af, N) -* ExtA(Af, A)

= 0 exact so that ExtA(Af, TV) = 0. From this we conclude, using the exact

sequence 0 —> A -+f Mr —> N —> 0, that Af JJ N is a tilting A-module.
We finally want to show that N is in add M, so that Af is a tilting A-

module. Assume to the contrary that there is an indecomposable summand X

of N that is not in add Af. From the exact sequence 0-»A-» Mr -> N —> 0

we have HomA(Af, X) £ 0, and therefore it follows from our assumption that

HomA(TrDM, X) £ 0. Since idAAf < 1, we have 7)HomA(7>7)Af, X) ~

ExtA(X, Af) ^ 0 (see [RI, p. 76]). This gives the desired contradiction, and

hence Af is a tilting module. It follows that Af is also a cotilting module since

it has the correct number of nonisomorphic summands.   □

We can now prove our main result.

Theorem 1.7. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed

field k and let ff be a regular component of A having only a finite number of

DTr-orbits and consisting entirely of modules that are not the middle of a short

chain. Letting I = anni^ we have the following:

(a) A/7 is a tilted algebra of the form EndH(T) with H a (wild) hereditary
algebra and T a regular tilting H-module.

(b) ff is the connecting component for A/1.

(c) ff is standard in  mod A and in   mod A/7.

Proof. We have seen in Lemma 1.1 that the AR-quiver of ff is ZA for a finite
quiver A without oriented cycles. Let Af be the direct sum of the indecom-

posable modules corresponding to the vertices of A. Then by Lemma 1.2 Af is

a faithful A/7-module. Since ff is standard in ind A by Lemma 1.4, we have

HomA//(Af, DTrM) = 0. Then we have ExtA(Af, Af) ~ DHomA(M, DTrM)
= 0. By Lemma 1.5 and its dual, we have pdA///Af < 1 and, by duality,

idA//Af < 1. Then Af is a tilting A//-module by Lemma 1.6. Since ff

is clearly a standard component in ind A/7, we get that 77 = EndA//(Af) is

the path algebra kA*, where A* is the opposite quiver of A. Hence A/7 =

Endn(T) for a tilting 77-module T, and so A/7 is a tilted algebra and ff is
a connecting component for A/7 (see [R2, p. 42]). Since ff is a regular com-

ponent for A/7, T is a regular tilting module [R2, p. 42; R3, Theorem].   D

We now give some information about the modules in ff by using reduction

to tilted algebras and Theorem 1.7. As a consequence we prove the finiteness

of the number of such components ff.

Lemma 1.8. Let A — Endn(T), where H is a hereditary algebra and T a

regular tilting H-module. Then all but a finite number of the indecomposable

modules in the connecting component ff of A are sincere.

Proof. Let Tx, ... ,T„ be all pairwise nonisomorphic indecomposable direct

summands of T. Let Sr(T) be the full subcategory of mod77 formed by all
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modules Y such that ExtxH(T, Y) = 0 and $f(T) be the full subcategory of

modA formed by all modules N such that Torf (T, N) = 0. From the theo-
rem of Brenner and Butler we have an equivalence F - Horny(T, ):&(T)-*

y(T) (see [RI]). Since T is regular, all preinjective 77-modules belong to

&(T) and the image of the preinjective component of the ^47?-quiver Th by

F is a translation subquiver of ff closed with respect to predecessors.

Let Z be an indecomposable module in ff. Replacing, if necessary, Z

by some (DTrfZ , we may assume that Z = F(X) for some preinjective 77-

module X. Clearly Px = F(TX), ... , Pn = F(T„) forms a complete set of inde-

composable projective A-modules. For any i, j > 1 we have the isomorphisms

HomA(7>,, (DTrfZ) = HomA(F(r,), F((DTr)JX)) =♦ Hom„(r,, (DTryX)
UHomH((TrD)JTt, X). Moreover,

ExtxH((TrD)jTj,X) U DHomH(X, (TrD)j-xTi) = 0.

By the dual of [B, Lemma 1.1 (c)] we have

dimfc HomH((TrD)J T,, X) - dim^ ExtH((TrD)JT, ,X)?0

for all but a finite number of j >0. Hence we get that HomA(7>,, DTrjZ) / 0

for all but a finite number of j. There is then some integer 77 such that

(DTr)lZ is a sincere A-module for all / > 77. By duality there is some integer

77 such that (TrD)lZ is a sincere A-module for all I > n. Since we have

only a finite number of DTr-orbits, we conclude that all but a finite number of

indecomposable A-modules in ff are sincere.   □

Proposition 1.9. Let A be a basic finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically

closed field k, and let ff be a regular component of A having only a finite

number of DTr-orbits and consisting entirely of modules that are not the middle

of a short chain. Write A = P JJ Q where the simple summands of P/radP are

exactly the composition factors of modules in ff, and denote by xq(A) the ideal

of A generated by all images of all maps from Q to A.
Then annff = xq(A) and all but a finite number of modules in ff are sincere

A/xQ(A)-modules.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.8 and Theorem 1.7 that all but a finite number

of modules in ff are sincere A/ann ^-modules. Let Af be a sincere A/ann ff-

module in ff. Then M is not the middle of a short chain in mod A/ann ff

[RSS, Proposition 2.3] and hence is a faithful A/ann £P-module by [RSS, Corol-
lary 3.2]. Hence it follows that ann Af = anniP and ann Af = xq(A) by [RSS,
Proposition 3.7].   □

We have the following application.

Corollary 1.10. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed

field k. Then there is only a finite number of components ff having only a fi-

nite number of DTr-orbits and consisting entirely of modules which are not the

middle of a short chain.

Proof. We can clearly assume that A is basic and that ff is regular since there

is only a finite number of nonregular components. Then we apply Proposition

1.9 and use that there is only a finite number of ideals of the form xq(A) when
Q is a projective A-module and that the tilted algebra A/tg(A) has only one

connecting component [R2].    □
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2. Self-injective ALGEBRAS

WITH REGULAR COMPONENTS HAVING NO SHORT CHAINS

Let A be a finite connected valued quiver with no oriented cycles and at

least three vertices, and assume that A is neither Dynkin nor Euclidean. Then

we show that there exist self-injective algebras having regular components with

AR-quiver ZA and consisting of nondirecting modules that are not the middle

of a short chain. These self-injective algebras are associated with the tilted

algebras whose regular connecting components have AR -quiver ZA.

For a basic connected /c-algebra A over a field k, let DA = Hom/t(A, k).

Consider the repetitive algebra

A,+1    Qt

A = A<   Qi-i

A,_,    •••

with A, = A on the main diagonal, Qt = DA, and zeros elsewhere. The

elements are all matrices with only a finite number of nonzero entries, and

multiplication is given by the canonical bimodule structure of DA and the zero

map DA ®A DA —> 0. We define for each m > 1 the algebra 7?™ whose
elements are the (m + I, m + I) matrices

iXx   xx 0 \
X2    x2

0 Xm   xm

V kx)
with Xt £ A on the main diagonal and x, e DA. As above, the multiplication

is given by the bimodule structure of DA and the zero map DA®ADA —> 0. In

particular, 7?A is the trivial extension A x DA. A and 7?™ will also denote the

associated k-categories whose objects are representatives of the isomorphism

classes of indecomposable projective modules. The identity maps At —> Ai+X

and Qt -* Qi+X induce an automorphism vA of A, called the Nakayama au-

tomorphism. We denote by vA also the induced automorphism mod A —►

mod A, where mod A is the category of finite-dimensional A-modules. The

category 7?™ is just the quotient category A/(v™).

Before we give the main result of this section we prove some general lemmas.

Lemma 2.1. Let A be a self-injective artin algebra. Then every indecomposable

A-module is nondirecting.

Proof. Let Af be an indecomposable A-module, and let S be a simple compo-

sition factor of Af, P the projective cover of S, and 7 the injective envelope

of 5. Then HomA(7>, Af) ^ 0, HomA(Af, 7) / 0, and I = vP, where v is
the Nakayama automorphism of A. Since P ~ v'P for some / > 1 , we have

an oriented cycle of nonzero maps P —> M —> vP —> v2P —>■■■—> v'P ~ P.   a

Lemma 2.2. Let B be an artin algebra with ind 5 = Sfyff V^ where ff is a
component, Sf is a union of components containing all projective modules, p*
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is a union of components containing all injective modules, and HomB(8', Sf) -

0 = HomB(p' ,Sf\jff). Then we have indT? = \ZpeZ(ffP V &„), where the ffp
and Sfp satisfy the following properties:

(a) ffp = v%ff0 for all p £ Z and is a component isomorphic to ff, and

S'p = vpB3§ is a union oficomponents.

(b) Hom-(^ , ffq) ̂  0 implies q = p + 1.

(c) Hom~(ffp ,ffq\l S?q)±§ implies q=p.

Proof. We identify modT? with the subcategory mod7?0 of modi?. Hence

we have, by assumption, ind T?0 = Sfo V ff0 V po satisfying the properties in

the statement of the lemma. We first want to show that ind T? = S% V ff0 V p'J ,

where SfQ' is a union of components where the simple composition factors are

of the form vlBS for t < 0 and S a simple T?0-module and p^ is a union

of components where the simple composition factors are of the form vlBS for

t > 0 and S a simple 50-module.  Further we claim that Hom~(fo, <^o') =

0 = Hom5(^0',^0'vgu).

To see this, consider first the natural embedding   mod B c mod Ax , where

1 B j. We want to show that ffo remains a component and So re-

mains a union of components in modAx . For this it is sufficient to show that

an indecomposable Ax-module that is not a 2?o-module has no nonzero maps to

modules in Ijv^o- Each A x -module can be viewed as a triple ( Ubx , Vb0, f)

where f:U <g)B| D5 -> VBo. Let (0, Wb<j, 0) be in mod B0 , and let (0, h)
be a nonzero map from an indecomposable Ax-module (C/Bl, VBo, fi) not in

mod Bo to an indecomposable Ax-module (0, WBo, 0). Then h: VBo —> WBo

is nonzero, and since (UBx, VBo, /) is not in mod B0 , f:U <g>Bx DB -> VBo

is nonzero. Considering an epimorphism B{ —» U, we get an epimorphism

B[ ®Bx DB ~ (DB)'B -* U ®B, DB. This shows that all indecomposable sum-

mands of VBfj are in po and hence WB(t is in pb ■
We continue by passing from Ax to

etc., and it is easy to see by using the triple description of /^-modules that Sfo
and ffo still remain unchanged. Writing

('■    "•• \
A= B2    DB

Bx     DB
\ Bo)

we get indA=SfoV ffo^% and YlomA(% ,Sf0vffo) = Q.

We next want to pass from A to C\ = f Q fl j . Here it is convenient to

view the C\ -modules as triples (UA, VB_X, g), g: UA -+ HomB X(DB, VB_X).

We now want to show that ffo and p^' remain unchanged by showing that there

is no nonzero map from ff0 Vp^' to any indecomposable C\ -module that is not

an ^-module. For this we consider a monomorphism VB x —► (DT?)' and the

induced monomorphism Homfi ,(D7?, VB_X) -» HomB ,(D7?, (DT?)') ~ T?^ . It
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follows that if we have a nonzero map (h, 0) from an indecomposable Cx-

module  (1^,0,0)  to some indecomposable  (UA,VB_x,g) not in mod,4,

then WA must be in Sfo. Continuing this process, we get indT? = Sf§ \zff0 V J>o'

with Uom^(ffo ,Sf0') = 0 = Uom(p^, Sf0' V ff0). Also note that it follows from

the construction that the simple composition factors of p^' are of the form

vBS for t > 0 and S a simple T?o-module and the simple composition factors
of Sf0' of the form v'BS for t > 0 and a simple T?0-module S.

Applying vpB we get ind T? = Sfp' V ffp V % , where Sf! = vpBSf, ffp = upff0 ,

and pp = Vg'po • Here the simple composition factors in ffp are of the form

vpBS, in p'p' of the form vBS for t > p, and in Sfp' of the form u'BS for

t < p . Denote by Sfp the full subcategory of indT? whose objects have simple

composition factors of the form vpBS and vpBxS, but are not in ffp V ffp+x.

Then it follows that each indecomposable T?-module is in some ffp or 2fp

and that Sfp is a union of components. The rest of the claims are now easy

consequences.   □

Theorem 2.3. Let H be a hereditary basic connected algebra of type A over an

algebraically closed field k, where A has at least three vertices and is neither

of Dynkin nor Euclidean type. Let T be a regular tilting module and B =

End# (T) • Then we have
(a) For m>2, the AR-quiver of RB contains at least m regular components

of the form ZA* (where A* denotes the opposite quiver of A) and consists entirely

of nondirecting modules that are not the middle of a short chain.

(b) The AR-quiver of RB = B k DT? has a regular component of the form

ZA* and consists entirely of modules that are the middle of a short chain.

Proof. For a fixed m > 1 consider the canonical Galois covering Fm: B ->

7?/(//™) = R™ and the associated pushdown functor Ff: modT? -» modT?^
[BG]. Since (vg), as a torsionfree group, acts freely on the isomorphism classes

of indecomposable objects in mod 7?, Ff preserves indecomposable modules

and almost split sequences [G2]. 7? is locally support-finite by [S1,R3]; that is,

for each indecomposable projective module in mod 7? there are only finitely

many nonisomorphic indecomposable projective modules P' in mod 7? such

that Hom^(P, X) ^ 0 and Hom^(P', X) / 0 for some indecomposable mod-

ule X in mod 7?. Then Ff is dense by [DLS] and consequently, we have a

Galois covering Ff: mod 7? —»• mod 7?^ . In particular, the /f7?-quiver of RB

coincides with the orbit space T^/(uB). Hence the images ffQ' = Ff(ff0) =

Ff(ffm), ff( = Ff(ffx), ...,ff^_x= Ff(ffm_x) offfo,...,ffm-xbv Ff are
regular components of T/?™ and of the form ZA*.

We now show that for 777 > 2 all modules in ff^, ... , ff^_x are not the

middle of a short chain. We assume without loss of generality that Af is in

ff^ , and since Ff is dense, we have Af = FfN for some TV in ffo . Suppose

that X -> Af -► DTrX is a short chain in mod 7?™ . Since Ff: mod 7? -»

mod RB is a Galois covering, there exists an indecomposable 7?-module Y

such that FfY = X and Hom-(/Y, DTrY) ^ 0. Since T? is a tilted algebra

via a regular tilting module, the assumption of Lemma 2.2 is satisfied with ff

the connecting component [R2].  It then follows by Lemma 2.2 that DTrY,
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and hence also Y , must be in ff0 or So • Since the connecting component ff

for the tilted algebra 7? is directing and ff is isomorphic to ffo by Lemma

2.2, DTrY and Y cannot be in ffo . But Hom^(^, vBmffo) - 0 for all r £ Z

when rn > 2, by Lemma 2.2, so that Hom.fl(X, Af) = 0. This contradiction

shows that Af is not the middle of a short chain. That all modules in ffo are

nondirecting follows by Lemma 2.1.

Assume now that m = 1. Then RXB = B x DB is a symmetric algebra, and

hence for any indecomposable 7?^-module Af we have a short chain P/S -*

M —> DTr(P/S) = radP, where S is a simple summand of the socle of Af
and P is its projective cover. In particular, all modules in ffQ' are the middle

of a short chain.   □
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